Aneala May Council Minutes
Attendance: Nathan, Julian, Branwen, Margarita, Kilic, Konrad, Leonie, Aife, Elizabeth R,
Agostino, Gwyneth, Panterra, Illaria, Elizabeth S, Skjaldadís, Gumuuinus, Lokki
Apologies: Isabel de Annesley.
Last Minutes April Minutes: https://aneala.lochac.sca.org/assets/council/council-2020-4.pdf
Approved: Leonie
Seconded:Julian
Note: Online meeting, no physical signatures.

Officers Reports
Baron & Baroness
Another month, yet still no events. We hope everyone is staying safe and well and enjoying all
the various online activities available at the moment. This month we have enjoyed releasing our
silly short film, learning about some Tudor stuff at the “Field of the Cloth of Gold” online event,
having a chat on Discord with the lovely Populace of Aneala, attending dance classes via Zoom
and attending training in the Discord as well.
The restrictions here in WA have lightened somewhat. However, we cannot yet get back to
“doing our thing” until we get the go-ahead from Kingdom/the BoD. This month we want to
remind you that the Seneschals of our SCA groups do an awful lot of work behind the scenes.
Please be kind and gentle to our local Seneschals while we wait for news from on high.
Update from the Western Raids Committee, May 2020
The Western Raids Committee met to discuss the impact of Western Raids being cancelled this
year (2020) and a plan moving forward. The Western Raids Committee will be proposing to the
Council of Dragon’s Bay at their Sunday meeting, that they cancel the currently scheduled event
for the 2021 June Long Weekend – which was established as a placeholder event to ensure the
site booking anyway – and instead approve the exact same event (Western Raids) which was
intended to run in 2020, with no other changes to the planned event.
Seneschal
I would like to say thanks to all the Council members for all the work being done.
Thanks to all the people who have reported.
In person events still on hold for at least the next 4 weeks.

Reeve
Bank Balance is $24,643.19 at 30/04/2020, with no outstanding liabilities.
Monthly reconciliation of Xero is complete.
Many thanks to Lokki for his work as Reeve over the last two years, and for helping me take
over the office. With no face-to-face events happening, the reeve has almost nothing to do at
the moment, so I am not getting much practice with the Xero accounting program, but when we
start having events again I will be asking for help with all the tricky coding.
Lokki noted in his last report that the February Council sign-in sheet was not loaded to Dropbox.
If I remember correctly, Francies took it after the meeting. Does she still have it, and if so, can
she get a scan to me or to Ulla so it can be added.
Note: Francies believes it has already been sent to Ula.
Herald
To Crux Australis Principal Herald, greetings. Since my last report, the following matters of
heraldic note have occurred:
A complete shortage of events has led to a complete shortage of field or court heraldry. Name
and device submissions heraldry continues with enthusiasm.
Submissions:
Frances: Device
Aífe: Name and device
Consultations:
1 name and device and 1 household name and device ready to go as soon as approved by
submitters and contact details confirmed
Constable
I have nothing to report this evening but I am curious what people are doing with their online
sessions and the resultant sign in sheets as I haven’t received any via email (but I haven’t
looked for them on Dropbox as of yet).
Chronicler
I've taken over the production of the Barony of Aneala's newsletter this calendar year from Lord
Wolfgang.

The only issue I've had was getting access to the upload site for uploading the Vine newsletter
to the Aneala site but with the help of Sir Nathan, Lady Julian Greenwood and Master
Nicodemus I was able to get the issues uploaded and then get access to do the upload facility
myself.
I've been building skeleton issues in advance that have the common elements for each issue
such as officers details, image(s) for the cover and the page headings. This means that I just
need to wait for any outcomes from the monthly council meeting that need reporting and a
missive from Their Excellencies.
I've also added a new page to Vine called Spotlight On. This page is for highlighting activities in
the SCA. A member of the populace provides two or three paragraphs on one specific topic. I
added this page because we have recently had an influx of newcomers and I wanted to provide
something that was short and easy to read that would give these newcomers an idea about one
aspect of the society that they hadn't encountered or may be curious about.
I've received one report from my counterpart in the Canton of Dragons Bay and their newsletter
is being produced regularly and no issues are down in the Canton.
Knight Marshal
There has been no official training or youth activities in the past month. As such, I have no
injuries or deaths to report.
College has a new Knight Marshal, thanks to Zaven for taking up this office.
This office has been advertised, will be happy to provide any training required for the incoming
officer if needed.

Captain of archers
No archery was held in the Barony of Aneala due to the Covid lockdown.
Rapier Captain
There has been no official rapier training or youth activities in the past month. As such, I have
no injuries or deaths to report.
Arts and Sciences
Not much has changed since last month - I am sharing those virtual collegia and universities I
come across online with the Anealan Facebook community and trying to encourage people to
continue learning and sharing.

I have been available Saturday mornings on the Aneala Discord channel in case anyone has
A&S questions I can either help with or point towards someone who can (or general gossip,
honestly), however this is nothing formal.
My quarterly report has been sent upline as of the 14th. Thank you to Zaven for sending the
quarterly report for St Basils early.
Listkeeper
No. of Lists Held:  0
No events have occurred during the last quarter.
Canton of Dragon’s Bay
No report
Chatelaine Vacant
Webminister
Downstream officers from Dragons Bay have reported.
Nothing else to report.
Youth Officer
Has had some enquiries re online training.
No report from downline.
Calendar
Past Event Discussion:
Rekkrthing
Event Steward : Lokki Rekkr
Event was held at both Hyde Park and Guildford Town Hall with both Crown and Baron &
Baroness in attendance. Hyde Park saw a heavy tournament and games, also a small training
session was held by His Majesty Nial. We had 2 injuries in the report The Tournament was won
by Matthew of St Basil. The feast was held at Guildford Town Hall, song, dance, games were
also present. The Feast team headed by Mistress Branwen did the most fantastic job, I wanted
to thank everyone that made the event so wonderful!
Points to learn from this even....

Hyde Park is wonderful at midsummer, the Jacarandas were great!
Guildford town hall is fantastic for the price, Kitchen is large but had no stove top, extra oven
hired was not really required. Hall decorations would improve things and more period lighting
along with planned decorations would make it ideal.
Two issues required first aid, one person hurt his finger and someone was struggling with
allergy issues in the park.
Income $2094 Expenditure $1566.54 Profit $527.46
Future Events
Aneala Championship 2020 - Konrad
Planning going well.
Will look at getting a stewarding team started next month.
Some discussions are social distancing requirements, and may need to be reviewed closer to
the date.
Autumn Coligia Event Anzac Weekend 2021 (proposal)23/4 to Tues 27/4/2021
Event Steward
Mistress Branwen of Werchesvorde
Deposit has been paid for the site.
Proposed Events
Name: You, Me & The B&B
Date: 19th May 2020 and every second Tuesday evening after that, while there are still
Covid-19 restrictions in place (and maybe it will continue in a more informal way after that)
Time: 7:30pm until approximately 8:30pm – or longer if people wish
Location: Aneala Discord (text and voice and possibly video, if necessary)
Event Type: Online Activity
Event Description: Join the B&B online via Discord for general social chats, kick-started by a
different interesting topic each week! Possible line-up of topics provided below.
Potential Topics:
• What has been your favourite SCA event in the entire time you’ve been a member – can
you pick just one?

• Quest 2020 – still possible to achieve, or time to give up?
• What are your favourite budget ways to reduce mundanities and get in period as cheaply as
possible?
• The way of string – share your wisdom on topics of weaving, embroidery, and more!
• Entering A&S competitions – share your top tips on how and why to enter, and what’s the
difference between entering your 1st and your 100th competition?
• What is a small change you could make to your daily routine to improve your SCA combat
skills?
• Hose – women’s hose, men’s hose – how to fit feet, ankles, calves, thighs, groins and butts.
They’re tricky! What’s your advice?
• What’s a dish you ate at an SCA feast that you will never forget (for better or worse?!?)
• We want to do some research but where do we start?!?
• What’s been the best thing you learned online while we were in lockdown?
• The one where we all speak “forsoothly” for the whole conversation, just to try it out.
• If there’s a continuum starting at specific historical event re-enactment and ending at fantasy
LARP, where does your SCA fit on that continuum? Do you approach different events from a
different point on the continuum?
• DANCING?!?!?!?!?!?!
• How do we start critiquing fighter videos if we’ve never done that before? How do we learn
and improve our fighting from that process?
• What’s it like being… B&B? A Laurel, a Pelican, a Knight, a MoD (whoever joins us for that
one)
• More than just padding for your CV, the pros and cons of stewarding an event!
Alternate Names for the Event for Your Amusement: Cats & Chats; Question Time; Getting
Curious with Agostino and Elizabeth; Yet To Be Titled: The Anealan B&B Project; FACEtime
(Fascinating Anealan Chat Evening time); BBBB (the extra B stands for BYOBB); Spill the Tea
with the B&B; B&B@Home; Baronial Banter
Approved: Ilaria
Seconded: Skjaldadis

General Business
College AGM has happened with a new set of officers taking on the roles. Mostly people shifting
around in roles. This year’s O’Day was fairly low for recruitment.
Postcodes: Konrad has emailed Kingdom Seneschal for an update, waiting for a reply.
Ongoing
Have a go day Wednesday 11 November 2020. Branwen to investigate details for March
Council.
Postcodes Discussion Some of the post codes have been transferred, Konrad hasn't heard back
Ongoing.
Chairs: Need some love.
Pantera is working on these.
Iron Beak - Konrad, Lokki, Nathan - Ongoing. Sam has commenced work, more expected for
next council. Waiting on a revised prototype to approve.
Meeting closed 8:18pm
Approved: Ilaria
Seconded: Skjaldadís

Lochac.sca.org/discord
Next Council will be 19/6/2020

YiS,

Konrad Hilderbrandt
(Jason Dodds)
Aneala Seneschal

